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This report comprises mainly the outputs of the Marketing Committee meeting but also ideas gained 

from the other FIDE commission meetings in order to enhance its conclusions. 

 

We appreciate very much that the Marketing Committee meeting was very interactive and participants 

were coming up with suggestions that are worth of further elaboration. 

 

Martin Huba opened the session and presented the main findings of the FIDE Situational Evaluation 

that should serve as an initial analytical base provided factual information on where is FIDE. After 

that offered some possibilities of a future development and potential with few specific good practice 

activities of the European Chess Union.  

 

Following the first presentation, the objective of the second part of the session run by Sonja Johnson 

was to come up with broad priority areas for action which will seek to improve the image of FIDE. 

Concerns were raised by a few members present that this exercise should be done within the context of 

a FIDE Vision and Mission. Though this was the ideal approach, it was suggested that the Marketing 

Committee adopt a one year focus and proceed with defining projects for 2018 as these will then be 

shared with the FIDE Treasurer so that some funding can be allocated. Through active engagement 

and participation in the meeting, conclusions of the FIDE Situational Evaluation and ideas collected 

from meetings of other FIDE commissions meetings in Goynuk, the following suggested areas of 

FIDE intervention were identified: 

 

1) Information Gathering 

Serious Annual Statistical and Analytical work (Indicators to the level of Federations as 

suggested by Hal Bond and requested by the FIDE Development Commission, Monitor 

indicators to benchmark with olympic sports as outlined in the FIDE Situational Evaluation). 

2018 should be the first year of producing it, publishing and/or spreading among all member 

federations. Both member federations and FIDE would benefit from the information and be 

able to set up relevant measurable objectives. 

 

2) Mission and Vision defining 

2-days workshop ideally with members of Presidential Board and other relevant top members 

of FIDE nominated by FIDE managers, using the methodology of Future Search Conference 

(that uses the approach of facilitating the discussion about the specific situation in the 

organisation with participants in a structured way). 

 

3) Mission and Vision sharing and elaborating 

The mission and vision defined and agreed by the top FIDE managers should be 

communicated to all FIDE structures and member federations in order to focus common 



efforts. For example the FIDE commissions should be guided to adapt their planning and 

activities to the common goals. 

At the same time this vertical and horizontal communications should come up with 

suggestions for transforming the mission and vision into a marketing planning as following: 

 Marketing goals 

 Key Areas of Focus 

 Specific projects including time lines and responsible persons 

 KPIs 

 

4) Branding 

Long term work on many specific improvements like: 

 More effective use of social media (Permanent YouTube channel, Twitter, 

Facebook…) 

 Central Photo and Results sites, possible amendment of the FIDE web page 

 Revisit FIDE logo and define slogans for different areas of performance 

 Target marketing to reflect more inclusive agenda 

 Use of 'Ambassadors' for the sport 

 Tell the various stories of chess with a focus on social inclusion, women in chess etc. 

 Certify journalists to cover chess (with a focus on international sport journalists) 

The objective of this should be to improve on FIDE's value for potential sponsors, FIDE must 

increase traffic, viability, and commercial values. As of right now, it is so difficult for the 

media and potential sponsors to find specific information.  

 

5) Seeking of alternative sources of funding 

 Funding agencies/institutions  

 Sponsors with complementary objectives 

 

6) Increasing membership base of FIDE 

The numbers like number of FIDE rated players should be substantially increased to become 

attractive for media and sponsors. As discussed intensively during the Committee meeting 

there is a need for FIDE to transform to a service organisation. Present number of about 

130,000 FIDE rated players could be raised easily to few millions but there is a need of a 

sensitive and focused negotiations with individual federations to find a win-win situation (for 

example the objective of both sides should be not reluctance to joining FIDE rating system 

due to different fees but a common vision of becoming attractive for sponsors and sharing the 

commercial income in the future…). The goal therefore should be to understand from 

countries that have a large player base what are the barriers for membership in FlDE and find 

some common ground to bring at least some agreed percentage of these players into the FIDE 

family. 

 

Given the time constraint of the meeting, it was agreed that the actual initiatives based on these broad 

areas will be further defined by members of the marketing committee and circulated to the group. It 

was also suggested that persons from outside the marketing committee will be engaged if they are 

considered to assist in the implementation of a particular initiative.  

 

Martin Huba thanked everyone for their participation and the meeting ended. 

 

We Are One Family 

 

Martin Huba 
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